GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF TEXTILES
OFFICE OF THE TEXTILE COMMISSIONER
POST BAG NO. 11500, MUMBAI - 400 020.


NOTIFICATION

In exercise of the powers conferred on me by Clause 16 of the Textiles (Control) Order, 1986, I hereby issue the following directions:-

i. These directions shall come into force from the date of the publication of this notification in the Gazette of India, and shall continue to be in force till the 31-12-90.

ii. These directions shall apply to Cotton Cloth as defined under Clause 3(7)/of the above control order.

iii. Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (iv) below, these directions shall be complied with by manufacturers.

iv. If a manufacturer to whom this Notification applies, satisfies the Textile Commissioner or such officer as the Textile Commissioner may appoint in this behalf, that there are sufficient reasons why such manufacturer should be exempted from compliance with any or all of these directions or that any or all of these directions should be modified in their application to him, the Textile Commissioner or the Officer so appointed by him may, by an Order, in writing exempt such manufacturer form compliance with any or all of these directions or modify any or all of these directions in their application to such manufacturer.

2. (1) No manufacturer shall dye in Standard Olive Green shade (Scarmic No. 314) or any shade closely resembling it, Mosquito netting, sewing thread, long cloth, popline, Twill, Shifting, sucies, leppard, Drills, Coating, Mazri Cloth, Bed Sheets, Bed Ticking cloth and Flannelette except when such cloth or thread is produced for supply to the Government of India in accordance with an order placed by the Government of India.

2. No manufacturer shall piece-dye except for export out of India, any of the following varieties of cloth in
shade which is not fast to washing namely:

Poppins, mulls., Violes, dorias and dress material.

**Explanation** :- The term "fast to washing" means colour fastness of the textile material to a minimum of grade 3 to mechanical washing (severe) prescribed in I.S.I. Standard No. I.S. 765 - 1956, and evaluated in accordance with I.S.I. Standard No. I.S.I. 768-1956.

3. No producer shall in the border of a dhoti or saree use any coloured yarn which is not dyed in a fast to bleach shade.

4. No manufacturer shall piece-dye any dhoti or saree produced by a producer:

5. No manufacturer shall print any saree, bed-spread, bedcover, table-cover produced on powerlooms with any heading or border.

**Explanation** :- In this paragraph:-

i. "Heading means any colour pattern different form that in the body of the fabric including a white heading which runs width-wise from selvedge to selvedge of the fabrics.

ii. "Border", means any colour pattern different from that in the body of the fabric including a white border, which runs alongside and close to the selvedge.

iii. "Saree" means any type of grey or bleached cloth commonly known by that name, whether or not mercerised, of plain weave, which:-

1. Contains coloured yarn or white yarn on its borders and headings.

2. has a width ranging between 70 centimetres and 140 centimetres (inclusive) and

3. has a length ranging from 2.50 metres to 14 metres; (inclusive); and includes any type of printed mulls, printed voile or printed doria, of any length manufactured in accordance with items (ii) above.

Provided that nothing in this clause shall apply to the production of controlled saree required to be produced under the direction of the Textile Commissioner from time to time under sub-clause
(2) of Clause 16 of the said control order.

Note:- (1) for the purpose of item (3) above "Printed mulls" "Printed voiles" and "Printed dorias" shall mean any printed fabric of plain weave manufactured with warp counts between 28s and 80s (both inclusive) and a twist multiplier of 5.4 and below, which are commonly known as "mulls", "Voiles" and dorias" excluding organdie finished cloth and cloth gaving doubled yarn used both in warp and weft.

"Saree" also includes controlled saree specified under Textile Commissioner's Notification No. CER/7/86-CLB dt. 26.6.86.

4. "Bed-spread" means any piece of grey or bleached cloth which may be used for spreading over a bed and includes sheeting.

5. "Bed-cover" means any other covering of a bed which is not a counter-pane and which has a decorative or coloured effect.

6. "Table cover" means any piece of grey, bleached, coloured or printed cloth which may be used for spreading over a Table.

3. No. manufacturer having a spinning plant shall produce for sale a "Reverse Twist Yarn" except with the previous permission in writing of Textile Commissioner.

Explanation:- "Reverse Twist Yarn" means single yarn in which the direction of twist is anti-clockwise.

4. Save in accordance with an order in writing issued by the Textile Commissioner, no manufacturer shall produce or process any "Controlled Cloth".
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In exercise of the Powers conferred on me by Clause 16 of the Textiles (Control) Order, 1986, I hereby issue the following direction :-

The notification no CER(11)/86-CLB dt. 22.8.86, shall continue in force until further orders
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